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Scan & Sort
ValueIT™ system quickly scans and
sorts books for sale.

$$

Price
System automatically prices books
and marks for sale.

Sales Fulfillment
Easily sell more books than ever
before at fair market value.

RECEIVE $$$
By automating this process, your library will be
able to handle sorting, valuing and selling its
weeded and donated items.

Tech Logic’s new ValueIT™ system allows
donated and weeded books to be scanned,
sorted, priced and sold for market value more
easily than ever before.
Libraries and Friends groups often face the daunting task of sorting
and monetizing donated books. This new technology, offered only
by Tech Logic, not only makes it easier to sort weeded and donated
books, it helps libraries to properly price each book, resulting in
more money for the library.
Tech Logic’s ValueIT™ system uses camera barcode technology to
sort and value books, while allowing the books to be sorted and
priced accordingly for sale. Turnkey sales fulfillment provides a
no-hassle way to sell books online and benefit your community
through the value of these items.
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The ValueIT System Difference
TM

Other
Methods

TM

system determines
which books have
the MOST value,
then labels and lists
them automacally
for sale on Amazon.

Rely on labor to
sort, price, label
and sell items
locally — oen for
much less than
their market value.

System saves labor &
dramacally speeds up
the scanning process.

ISBN

It’s labor
intensive
to sort and
value books.

$20

DO YOU KNOW
ITS VALUE?
HMMM...
Guessing at
value means
selling for less
than market value.
It takes
lots of work
to box and
transport books
that don’t realize
their full value.

And even more
me and labor
to sell only to a
local audience.

YOU KNOW THE
EXACT MARKET
VALUE.
HIGH!

$1.50

LOW!
$20

Sell less valuable
books at the library
or to wholesalers
for recycling.

Only pay to ship
your most
valuable books.

SUCCESS!
90% sell
online
within
90 days.
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The Bottom Line:
The ValueIT™ system will greatly increase income from weeded and donated books for
your library. How? ValueIT™ values items inside your library. There is no “middle man”
to pay. Plus, the ValueIT™ system tells you exactly what the market value is of each item,
eliminating the need to ship books that have no value — equaling an 80-85% shipping
savings.

ValueIT™ System Case Study: 12 Titles
Book Title
Friends $
A Hermit in the House
$2.00
Billy and Blaze
$2.00
Castaways in Time
$0.50
Paper Son: Lee’s Journey to America
$1.00
Shadow Over Second
$1.00
The 39 Story Treehouse
$1.00
The Big Book of Ceramics
$1.00
The Myth of American Religious Freedom $2.00
Tough Fronts
$0.33
The Volulity Course
$2.00
Unforgiven
$2.00
Walk With Me: A Journey to Wellness
$1.00

$89.94
$272.23
$12.24
$6.28
$15.50
$2.50
$4.83
$5.54
$8.48
$6.52
$6.81
$21.04

TOTALS

$451.76

$15.83
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Outcome:
When following Tech Logic protocols, libraries should anticipate 18% of the overall weeded and donated items to
produce a net revenue value of at least $2 per item on average. This factors in costs of turnkey handling, technology
and logistics. This means that if you are a system with ten locations, weeding 200,000 items a year, we believe you
can also receive more than 200,000 items through donations (approximately 55 items per day, per branch).
Under this example scenario, this ten-location library system could expect to net $140,000 — $240,000 per year.
Using similar variables:
• 20-branch library system could expect to net $240,000 – $480,000 per year.
• 40-branch library system could expect to net $480,000 – $960,000 per year.
• 80-branch library system could expect to net $960,000 – $1,920,000 per year.
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System configurations
Tech Logic offers ValueIT™ system configurations to meet your library’s needs.

7-Bin System Example

3-Bin System Example

ISBN Barcode Camera
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